Clandestine Immigration as Tool for the Genocide of Italian People

In 2009 – during a strong economical crisis – the World Jewry launched its program for a communistic conquer, aimed to create a communist regime in Italy, when Silvio Berlusconi was at the government as Prime Minister and head of the right-winged party “Forza Italia”.

Silvio Berlusconi opposed the Jewish yoke in several ways, maybe unwillingly. As from his first appearance on the political scenes in 1994 he was Prime Minister several times; the Jews have always tried to personally and politically destroy him, as he is an obstacle against their communist enslavement agenda for the Gentile population.

The “Lodo Mondadori” was a court case, lasted many years, in which Carlo de Benedetti, an open Jew, grabbed from Silvio Berlusconi several newspapers and national magazines, but later – through complicated legal actions and with the help of Jew and Communist lawyers and judges, obtained from Berlusconi a compensation by over 500.000.000 Euro, more than he paid before for his transaction.

In November 2010 a case named “Ruby” exploded, name given to Karima el Marough, a young girl who introduced herself in some manner to some party that was held in Berlusconi’s private house in Arcore. Later she declared to the Jewish run media that she was under age (less than 18 year old) and that she had been sexually abused by the Prime Minister of the Italian Parliament. The media exaggerated the matter and Berlusconi has been charged of under-age prostitution.

Many people are convinced that Karima el Marough is not coming from Maroc, as she said at the beginning, and that she was not under age; but she is a Jew coming from Israel, and a Mossad agent designated to hit Silvio Berlusconi. 


Ruby has also been investigated because she gave a false name to the police, as reported by the local newspaper “Unione Sarda” on the 9th February 2011 : http://www.unionesarda.it/articolo/politica/2011/02/09/i_guai_di_ruby_non_finiscono_mai_indagata_a_milano_per_false_gene-1-212982.html

Today Berlusconi has been prohibited from participating in any political activity and has been condemned to humiliating social services, while Karima el Marough received enormous amount of cash money, extorted blackmailing Berlusconi. Jewish style.
A bit later the Government was dissolved – two years before its natural expiry date – in favor of a temporary government ruled by Mario Monti, ex cooperator from 2005 to 2011 of Goldman Sachs, the biggest Jewish World Bank. So he was a faithful man to the World Jewry.

NO Italian EVER voted this government, that has been put on by the Italian Republic President Giorgio Napolitano, without public vote! The country has been delivered in the hands of the Jews without any possible choice.

This government was only the beginning, and started a more advanced stage for the “Jewization” of the Italian State, imposed many new taxes, starting the destruction process of all and any personal liberty and civil right. Mario Monti introduced new rules according to which all bank operations of Italian bank accounts must be communicated to the central tax bureau: no Italian citizen can avoid a detailed control of his finances. The maximum cash payment limit is 1.000 Euro, to promote the electronic money use, that is under Jewish control (waiting for the microchip implant for all Goyims that will eventually follow).

Monti Government even lasted one year and half – despite the fact it was a “temporary” government. In February 2013 the elections took place, and the winner was the Democratic Party (left-winged party, rooted and originating from the old Italian Communist Party) with Pierluigi Bersani as main candidate. Immediately after the elections Enrico Letta (most likely a Jew) was nominated Prime Minister, by the DP, but he was NOT voted by any of the Italian people by previous elections. Immediately after that, during February 2014, a new government crisis conducted to the resignation of Enrico Letta, and again as Prime Minister a man for whom NO Italian citizen NEVER voted was elected, Matteo Renzi. Again the Republic’s President Giorgio Napolitano delivered the country in the hands of person that was NOT chosen by the People, but was chosen by him, on behalf of International Jewry.

During October 2013 the Italian Government already issued an operation named “Mare Nostrum”, officially identified as an operation aimed to eventually rescue clandestine immigrants shipwrecks, helping the vessels in danger. In truth this is an operation to help, catching the vessels overloaded with immigrants and even rescuing them to berth in Italy (thus in Europe); many reception centers have been created in several places.

The Jewish press yelled about a shipwreck that caused over 200 deaths in South of Italy, near Lampedusa island, and this news has been used to motivate the above mentioned operation to introduce alien and violent elements in our country; this fact has been exaggerated by the Jewish media.

What has “Mare Nostrum” done?

First of all it is a huge cost, around 9.5 millions Euro per month (around 100,000 Euro per day) paid by Italian taxpayers.
Also, have a look at the below chart (Source: Wikipedia) evidencing the number of immigrants arrived in Italy every solar year:


Note as the number of landed immigrants in Italy went from 4,406 for the year 2010 (government with lower Jewish control) to 170,100 for the year 2014 (government with total Jewish control, operation Mare Nostrum in full activity) with an increment by more or less +4,000%. If we calculate the average immigrants number for all the previous years, from 1997 to 2013 included, we can see that – averagely per each year – 26,137 immigrants came to Italy. Also in this case we can see that the total number, compared to the average value of the previous 17 years, increased almost SEVEN TIMES! And 2015 numbers are at the same level of 2014.

The national newspaper “La Stampa” on the 17th February 2015 reported the following statement pronounced by the Lega Nord party leader, secessionist anti-Europe party, Matteo Salvini: “with the immigrants ‘it is in act an operation of ethnic replacement, coordinated by Europe’. It has been said at Radio Padania by Matteo Salvini, who thinks ‘northern Italians are discriminated, victim of ethnic cleansing, people exchange’.”

http://www.lastampa.it/2015/02/17/italia/politica/salvini-choc-padani-vittime-di-polizia-etnica-coordinata-dallue-aOTqcJAU5LNaA0ESdZnQL/pagina.html

He continues: “The Isis is organizing the discharge of 200,000 immigrants. Renzi [my note: current Prime Minister] and Alfano cooperate, making available vessels and
hotels. The borders must be defended!” you can read in a post that appeared on the official facebook profile of this politic man.

We know very well that the Isis has been created and controlled by the Jews, and that it’s only a movement that, behind the terrorism excuse, acts to destroy all traditions, the remaining of our Ancient Pagan Gods, the Gentile civilizations and societies still intact, everything that is opposing the Jewish agenda for the world conquest to create a one world slave state, where any liberty will be lost and every racial identity will be deleted in favor of a one world race without any culture, customs, nationality difference. Today in Italy we are watching exactly this process.

The present government, made by Jewish puppets – and by Jews – enacted a total assistance policy towards the immigrants, and they invented a new formula according to which they only have to ask for “asylum” to the Italian government to get in return free food, accommodation, medical-sanitary assistance; all costs are charged to the taxpayers with very high expenses.

But who is the first creator of this destruction operation of our culture, civilization and tradition, of racial degeneration? The Minister of the Interior Angelino Alfano wanted and decided this operation. Angelino Alfano was born in 1970 in Agrigento, Sicily, Italy.

A mafiosi sicilian informer, Ignazio Gagliardo, declared that he had been contacted by Angelino Alfano’s father to obtain political votes for his son – this new appeared on the national newspaper La Repubblica, Palermo issue, on the 8th October 2009.


Also, during 1996 Angelino Alfano participated to the wedding ceremony of the daughter of a known mafioso boss Croce Napoli, as evidenced by a video took at the same wedding; this video vanished with no trace from the mostly Jewish media, and the news has been rapidly hidden; he kissed the boss with confidence in front of all people.

http://www.ilgiornale.it/tag/croce-napoli-72691.html

The book “The Kings of Rome” by Lirio Abbate and Marco Lillio (two journalists, one of them is a Jew), at page 170, evidences how the clandestine immigration is a rich business, worth billions for the Mafia (we know that Mafia is Jewish); “Between many bonds to powerful people on which Odevaine might rely (...) Giuseppe Castiglione, scilian ras of the new right-wing, ex Catania Deparment president, very close to the Minister of the Interior Angelino Alfano.”

Furthermore – as all the immigration business as a genocide of our Gentile people, is ruled by the Jews – the Catholic Church could not miss in the list, as the main Jewish
I quote the words of a telephonic wiretapping made by the police during an investigation, at page 174 of the book:

“B: Is Comunione e Liberazione supporting Alfano?
O: Yes ... they are one of the main funder of all of this.”

Comunione e Liberazione (Communion and Liberation, http://it.clonline.org/) is an ecclesiastic organization recognised by the Catholic Church, founded in 1954 by a Priest, Don Luigi Giussani; people who associate are even requested to constantly pay a fixed quote of their monthly wages to contribute! This is a true racket, and the money is spent by the Jews to delete our civilization and our race!!!

This is not all. The present Prime Minister Matteo Renzi declared (from the Hebrew Community of Rome website http://www.romaebraica.it/renzi-israele/):

“The Italian left-wing must get used to say that Israel has the right to exist ...”.

“Israel is a country surrounded by realities desiring its destruction, and Iran is the first in the list ... a clear position on this is from Obama administration”.

This has been told by Matteo Renzi during an interview released to the Jewish TV channel La7.

The Prime Minister Renzi recently issued in 2015 a job reformation, named “Jobs Act”, ordering that all employees and workers must wear an electronic “badge”, capable to trace their presence and movements; also employees’ computers and email can be remotely controlled without any notice or reason.

According to the world communist conquer Jewish agenda, Goyims are treated as cattle and bar-coded for the total control.
The newspaper La Gazzetta di Mantova is commenting this news as follows:


“... safeguards and workers rights’ reduction, control of jobs, not only through department managers but through the obligation to wear on a personal box, so that in every moment the employer’s eye knows where you are and what you are doing. It is a control system that is often used for animals, in fact dogs and cats has their microchips, sheep has the dog, and cattle on the mountains has the bells ... but they are animals.”

Furthermore, in 2015, the Renzi government approved a law punishing everyone who is denying the Holocaust, thus the negationsm offense has been created and can be punished with incarceration up to five years.

The Jews want to drag Italy into the abyss of a Jewish Communist regime, they already tried to do this through the political party “Movimento Cinque Stelle”, as a leader they put a tv comedian, Beppe Grillo, funded by a vague and phantom association of which one of the partners is part of the Jewish family Sassoon, connected to the Rothschild, who tried (with no success) to trigger a full communist revolution.
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